“Aung San Suu Kyi is the most outstanding person in my life. Wish you good luck to be freed and to lead your country one day!” – Tay Wan Xuan, Pri 4, Teck Ghee Primary

OUR SINGAPORE:

This shop is on Arab Street,
named after Arabs who
gathered there in the early
19th century. They were
major traders and merchants.
Other streets in this area
also honour Singapore’s links
with Western Asia: Baghdad
Street, Kandahar Street and
Muscat Street are named
after cities in Iraq, Afghanistan
and Oman, respectively.
Not far away, Aljunied Road
is named after Syed Sharif
Omar bin Ali Aljunied, an
important businessman from
Yemen who was welcomed
to Singapore by Stamford
Raffles in 1819.

ONE PEOPLE, MANY CULTURES.

An Arab Street carpet shop

This carpet is designed
and hand-made in Iran,
which has a long history of
carpet making. The intricate
geometric designs are one
of the trademarks of carpets
made from Iran. They are
also called Persian rugs, as
Persia is the old name of Iran.
The owner of this shop also
comes from Iran.

This is a carpet from
Afghanistan, another centre
of carpet making. Singapore’s
oldest existing carpet shop,
Amir & Sons, was set up by
an Afghan, Amir Mohammed
Khan, in 1921.

Today’s carpets are often
products of different cultures.
This carpet is made in
Afghanistan but is based on a
Kazakhstan design.
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The shop has a large
selection of prayer rugs,
used by Muslims when they
pray. They are kept clean
and placed on the floor only
during prayer time. This rug
has a picture of the Kaaba on
it. This cube-shaped structure
in the Arabian city of Mecca
is the most sacred site in
Islam. Muslims face it when
they pray.

This series by
– Singapore’s newspaper for students
– takes a closer look at our country’s many colourful cultures.
Also online at 8http://www.whatsup.sg 8‘ONE PEOPLE’.

The series is supported by OnePeople.sg, which promotes racial
and religious harmony. Visit www.onepeople.sg to find out about
OnePeople.sg and its programmes.

Nokia losing its crown
help

A NOKIA model from 2003, when
the company ruled the business.

Nokia’s problems show
how important it is to keep
improving and innovating.

Y

ou might have aced your
tests last year, and may
even have been the top
student in your class.
But, when the next round
of tests comes by, you will have to
work just as hard if you want to
retain that top spot. You can’t rest
on your laurels and assume that
your past victories will be enough to
guarantee future success.
Nokia is learning this lesson
the hard way. Until a few years
back, the Finnish company was
the king of mobile phone makers.
Almost half the mobile phones
bought worldwide were made
by Nokia. This was an amazing
accomplishment for a company
from a country with only around 5
million people – not much bigger
than Singapore.
But, Nokia’s glory has been
fading. People are not buying as
many Nokia phones as before. Its

basic models are still very popular.
However, its “smartphones” are
losing to competitors such as
Apple’s iPhone from the United
States and Canada’s BlackBerry.
Smartphones are mobile phones
built for e-mail and web browsing
and not just for making calls.
The move from regular
mobile phones to smartphones
was a big jump – like going from
primary school to secondary
school. Nokia was slow to realise
this. The company did not expect
smartphones to become so popular.
It didn’t create new and exciting
models quickly enough.
Nokia actually designed the
touch-screen function three years
before the iPhone came out. But,
it didn’t move fast enough. Apple
improve touch-screen technology so
much that it now works far better on
the iPhone now than on any of the
Nokia models.
Customers also see the iPhone
and Blackberry as more “cool” than
Nokia’s products. Their makers
were quick to realise what was

fashionable and trendy. They figured
out what customers really wanted
in a mobile phone and so could
provide them with smarter and
better-looking phones.
Things look as if they’ll get more
competitive in 2010. Google has
introduced a new mobile operating
system called Android. People who
have used Android say it is better
than the software used by Nokia.
Two of Nokia’s rivals, Motorola and
HTC, are planning to use Android.
Nokia is not going to just
give up, of course. One of its top
managers, Mr. Anssi Vanjoki, told
the New York Times recently that
the company was working hard
to improve. “We have not lost our
ability to innovate; we have not lost
our ability to truly understand the
consumer,” he said.
It has promised to release a new
series of mobile phones that come
with many nifty features never
seen before. If Nokia succeeds, this
might help the company win back
its crown.
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